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I)Choose the correct option: 
1.The animal that is used in mountains. 
a) camel  b) elephant   c) donkey 
2.Tongas are still a mode of transport in 
a) cities  b) big towns   c) villages 
3.Nectar is taken from  
a) flowers  b) stem   c) leaves 
4.The stingless male bee in a beehive is a ……..bee. 
a) queen  b) worker   c) drone 
5.The larva of a butterfly.  
a) cocoon  b) caterpillar  c) pupa 
6. The baby frog  that comes out of an egg . 
a)  tadpole  b) fry    c) nymph 
7.The yellow substance inside a bird’s egg.  
a) albumen  b) embryo   c) yolk 
8. A bird that eats grains ,nuts and seeds. 
a) owl   b) hoopoe   c) sparrow 
9. A bird that sucks the nectar of flowers.  
a) sunbird  b) peacock   c) hawk 
10. A bird that has a strong ,sharp and curved beak. 
a) woodpecker b) vulture   c) pigeon 
11.Rupee is the currency of  
a) USA  b) UK    c) Nepal  
12.To buy tickets to travel ,we need to pay 
a) money  b) respect   c) promises 
 
 

 
 
 



II) Give one word answer for the following: 
13.Father of our nation. 
14.It has the sole authority to issue currency notes. 
15.It has a strong ,heavy and chisel -shaped beak. 
16.A bird with webbed toes. 
17.The process by which animals produce their young ones. 
18.Clear sticky liquid inside the shell. 
19.An animal that lay eggs. 
20.The place where bees are kept for the purpose of apiculture. 
21.An animal that is shy. 
22.It attaches itself to the underside of a shark. 
23.It is called the ship of desert. 
24.A four-wheeled luxury coach pulled by horses. 
 
                                           SECTION-B 
III)Answer the following questions briefly: 
1.Name two animals used in transport. 
2.What are the eggs of a fish called? 
3.Name any four shy animals. 
4.What is a baby cockroach called? 
5.Why do vultures have strong and curved beaks? 
6.What is the meaning of ‘Satyamev Jayate’? 
7.Name two pictures we have on our bank notes. 
 

SECTION-C 

IV)Answer the following question in 20-30 words:    
1.What is the difference between a coin and a note? 

2.Where does the code number figure on our bank notes? 

3.Why do hens use their feet to scratch the ground? 

4.How are beaks useful to birds? 

5.How do crocodiles take care of their young ones? 

6. Draw a diagram to show the three stages in the life cycle of a cockroach. 

                               SECTION-D 

V)  Answer the following questions in 30-40 words: 

1 .Write the functions of: 

    a) the queen bee               b) the worker bee 

2.How are claws of birds useful to them? 

3.How do honeybees and flowers help each other? 

4.How should we take care of domestic and pet animals? 



 

  

 


